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R: Hello and welcome to Liverpool John Moores University Special Collections and Archives 

Soundcloud.  

K: This is Five Minutes with Femorabilia, a collection of 20th Century Women’s and Girls’ magazines 

housed here in the archives.  

R: I’m Rosie K: and I’m Katie.  

R: We are currently undertaking an internship cataloguing domestic tasks such as cooking and 

sewing in girls magazines from the 70s and 80s. 

K: This week the international day of friendship took place and it got us talking about the importance 

of friendship, especially female friendship to Jackie readers.  

R: Although the teen girls magazine is more easily associated with boys, and popstar pin-ups, female 

friendship is just as important a theme. I watched the Jackie documentary ‘a girl’s best friend’ and 

learnt just how much of a friend the magazine, and especially Cathy and Claire was to teenage girls. 

there’s link in the description to that documentary.  

K: we’ve been fascinated by how intimate and personal the letters that readers wrote in to cathy 

and Claire were, it’s hard to understand from a contemporary perspective when advice and 

information is so readily available to us. But Cathy and Claire’s advice was all girls had in the 70s 

R: These topics have definitely helped us to form our own friendship throughout this internship, 

sharing the funny or bizarre problems and letters from the magazine broke the ice as we sat 

together in the archives.  

K: we learned a lot about each other quite quickly. The magazine is quite a sociable item, I always 

read magazines with my friends when I was at school, we’d gather around a copy of More or Sugar 

and read it together, usually laughing over More’s ‘Sex position fo the week’ 

R: Jackie encouraged this sense of community as well, (though nothing as raunchy). the regular 

feature Patchwork often had a section called Your Patch where readers would write in with crafty 

suggestions for making things. One of my favourites is an emery board holder… 

K: I liked one where a girl had made a selection of cushions for her room, with her friends initials on 

for when they all came around…. 

R: as well as the imagined community that surrounded the magazine, there were always images of 

girls together in features like Look Out and the Madge and Beryl cartoons, signalling friendships that 

girls could see themselves reflected in.  

K: Madge and Beryl, the girl and her friend a bear in a headscarf, are always bickering, where the 

lookout girls tend to be very stylish and seasonally themed. There are a range of models of 

friendship in the magazine. 

R: The thing we’d like to focus on is the idea of threesomes, that’s not what you think, but a 

common term used to describe a group of three friends, usually two girls fighting over a boy. A Cathy 



and Claire special on threesomes in nov 1975 advises on what to do if you and your friend like the 

same boy.  

K: it talks about Denise and Allison, whose friendship was put under strain when Allison started 

dating Barry, and Lynn and Marie whose friendship suffered when a third girl, Anita, became friends 

with Lynn. The c and c advice in both cases is to get out of the situation gracefully, and avoid 

threesomes at all costs. 

R: I think that’s solid advice, in second year I lived with two girls…..two or four is ideal 

K: Well my best friends make a threesome with me, and it works quite well. Two of us were friends 

from 15 and our third pal joined our ranks only a few years ago but the threesome balances out 

really well for us.  

R: insta/facebook/snapchat dramas. No screenshots. 

K: we had msn messenger and stuff got printed out and brought to school.  

R: There is one way to sort these things out though, A Jackie Readers True Experience from April 

1975 is about a girl who likes Joe. But he has a girlfriend called Jane, who is also her friend. She starts 

secretly dating Joe, but doesn’t want to lose either of them. Joe says he’ll break it off with jane but 

before he can, he dies in a motorbike accident. The last sentence of the piece, by an anonymous 

reader, says ‘our friendship-her and jane’s-will live on now that love has died’ 

K: ……. 

I assumed when you told me about that reader’s experience that it was one of Jackie’s fictional 

stories, the death by motorbike is a very common theme …weird that it’s meant to be true and yet is  

so close to the stories.  

R: motorbike on the cover….! 

K: I found a comic strip story in the 1976 annual that is about another threesome, no death in this 

one though. It’s about Carla and Sue, flatmates who both like Peter. Carla, who’s dreams predict the 

future tells sue that they’ll never see peter again. A few of her predictions have come true so sue 

believes her. But it turns out that Carla was jealous of sue and peter falling in love and hid messages 

from peter and sue making them both think the other wasn’t interested. They end up back together 

feeling sorry for the delusional Carla, who hides behind her supposed psychic powers while they 

have found love.  

R: the threesome appeared in different forms in the magazine, but its interesting how common a 

theme it is, and the way it is sometimes friendship, and other times romance that comes out as the 

priority.  

K: happy international day of the friend to you Rosie.  

R: it’s a few days late 

K: these no time limit on friendship 

R: next week is the final week of our femorabilia internship! [sobbing] so we’ll be recording a special 

longer podcast with guest Val Stevenson, head of academic services here at LJMU libraries, and 

maybe others. 

K: Is it Cathy and Claire? 



R: Maybe 

K: its not. But we can dream. 

R: That’s all for this week on Five (ish) minutes with Femorabilia. Join us again and in the meantime 

follow us on Twitter @FemorabiliaLJMU where we regularly post, as well as the blog and The LJMU 

archives blog, all in the description below 

K: Bye for now femorabiliacs! 

 

 

  


